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About This Game
What is it?
Seek Etyliv is a minimalistic experimental puzzle game, combining the fun dungeon crawler gameplay with indirect poem story
telling. It challenges your ability to quickly grasp newly introduced mechanics, all on a 3x3 grid. There are more interactions
than you might expect to discover from such a restricted gameplay environment. Seek Etyliv.

Gameplay
Control a character on a 3x3 grid
Clear the level of enemies or reach the stairs
Die, then repeat with a fresh perspective
Enjoy figuring out the mechanics
Discover the lore of Etyliv

Hammering Home
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Minimalism is the name of the game. Seek Etyliv distills the gameplay of traditional dungeon crawlers to their very core.
Intricate tactical gameplay is presented under the hood of minimalistic visuals and approach to story telling. However,
minimalistic does not mean simple. While the entire game takes place on a 3x3 grid, exactly 9 tiles, it makes sure these tiles are
utilized to their utmost potential. Each level is built to engage with and preserve the sense of wonder and discovery. Mechanics
take the spotlight.
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Title: Seek Etyliv
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
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Rokas
Publisher:
Rokas
Release Date: 19 May, 2018
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seek etyliv. seek etyliv download. seek etylic game
What a wonderful little puzzle game disguised as a dungeon crawler this is. Who would have thought you could get so much
gameplay and puzzly goodness out of a 3x3 grid.
Basically, the game is made up of a series of 3x3 rooms, with a very few different types of monsters, chests, items and pits to
make up the puzzle aspect. The first part of the game is a sequential set of levels that you have to complete in order. After that,
you get into the dungeon aspect of the game, which isn't really a dungeon crawler except for the room by room navigation. In
this portion of the game, you have to beat levels without dying at all, and find the stairs to the next dungeon level. After you
complete two dungeon levels, you win! Easy peasy! Not! Some of the levels are very devious.
I got my first complete victory at four hours. Much of that time was banging my head against the wall trying to figure out the
boards.
The poem aspect of the game was nonsense to me. I read it all, but it's just some weird story that makes no sense to me. And,
what's up with us only being to give ourselves a two letter name? You'll see when you get into the game. So, that part was Very
bizarre and incomprehensible.
But, no matter. The puzzles are wonderful, and the progression works very well. The game is pretty short, but there are a LOT
of "characters" that you can unlock by doing various things in the game, like throwing 50 monsters in the pit, etc. Stuff like that.
The characters don't affect gameplay, they just change your player icon as you navigate the dungeon. But, they are still pretty
neat, and each one adds to the "story" with a few more lines of prose.
So, there you go. A small game with a small price, but with a big barrel of puzzling fun!
Jake and Elwood highly recommend this game!. Seek Etyliv is a fantastic little dungeon puzzler where the content is bigger
than what the packaging suggests. Now you won't likely get more than a weekend out of this, but if you try to unlock all the
characters and achievement hunt - you will have some quality gaming hours in front of you. People that enjoy Slayaway
would dig this one.
Pros:
+The story does a great job of walking you through the mechanics while gradually adding layers of complexity
+The artwork and UI are clean and functional
+Controller support is nice
+There are lots of cool display options (ie. scanlines and such)
+There are a ton of characters to unlock through completing various tasks
Meh:
=Now I liked the idea of a poem puzzler, but the actual poetry and story could have been better in my humble opinion
Cons:
-I had to complete the storyline before I was given an option to increase zoom; now I hear that this was a problem on my end,
but I did try to push 'escape' and no menu came up
Well worth the small asking price.. Seek Etyliv is a nice game. The puzzles are as varied as challenging. The mysterious story
is told vaguely in rhymes and leaves space for your own fantasy. I pretty much like the fact, that each level is rotating with
each attempt. So your mind won't get dull if you try again and again and again.
In conclusion: I see this game as the little brother of another challenging, pattern-learning and story-driven game: Dark
Souls.. Interesting little puzzle dungeon crawler.
At first it just seemed like a scripted series of puzzles with snippets of story to go with it. But as I finished the two acts it
became a challenging rogue like dungeoncrawler. Definitely unexpected, as I thought the game was over after the first 2 acts
as it said end of story.. Tight, focused puzzle experience with a surprising depth. The poems are also really nice! Definitely
worth a try if you're a fan of games like Into The Breach or Stephen's Sausage Roll (though it's not quite as hyperdifficult
as SSR).. Testing if anything happens at 10 (non-key) reviews.
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But, hey, it's a good puzzle game with solid mechanics. About an hour long for the campaign followed by 2-6 hours to unlock
all the secrets. Puzzles have a chess-like quality to them, since you're predicting what will happen on future turns under the
strict ruleset.. Wow... impressive game. This is definitely one of the best short minimalist puzzle games I've played in a while.
I like how the dungeon crawling elements mask how you'd typically see the puzzles in a game like this implemented (arbitrary
shapes, gems, etc) to make it more interesting. The puzzles are fun to solve and aren't too difficult with some trickier ones
scattered in there (so far at least after 30min or so), and it's neat how many concepts seem crammed into such a small grid.
It's worth picking up.. [Edited] I usually like minimalist puzzlers, but I found the gameplay here a bit repetitive--there is only
so much you can do in a 3x3 grid. I also wasn't impressed by the poetry, though that may just be me... the main issue, I think,
is that the story is easy to lose track of when interrupted by a puzzle every line or two, especially since the connection between
the story and puzzles was minimal. It might have worked a bit better if the lines were displayed simultaniously with the
puzzles, instead of being something to click through to get to the gameplay.
That being said, the minimalist asthetic was quite nice, and the puzzles were very good considering how restrictive the design
was. I initially quit after act one when perma-death started, but that segment is actually pleasantly short, as the dev said
below.
I think overall, it is a solid, short puzzle game, with a nice aesthetic, but with gimmicks covering for lack of originality... the
puzzles here are really quite similar to what has been done before, making the "discovery" of the mechanisms unexciting,
compared to other puzzlers like Snakebird, Pipe Push Paradise, or The Witness. In short, it is exactly as advertised, but sadly
nothing more.. You'll get through all the puzzles in about an hour. After that, you'll unlock the ""roguelike"" mode, which
has you solve a random set of puzzles (among those you've already solved) in a row, without failing. As you do that, you
unlock different icons -- but nothing else. The icons just act like badges, and, as far as I could tell, don't affect the
gameplay at all.
At this point, the game just becomes about repetition and perfection. All you've left to do is to solve the same puzzles over and
over again, perhaps trying to get a perfect solution -- just not my thing, really. And the main problem is there's just not that
many puzzles: you'll start remembering them by heart soon enough. There's only so much you can do with a 3x3 grid.
There's nothing inherently -bad- about this game, I just wouldn't recommend spending \u00a35 on it. I mean, sure, it's not a
lot of money, but there are MANY free flash puzzle games out there that I've found to be much more challenging and
enjoyable.. This is a beautiful game. Simple but engaging--I'd even say elegant. Just finished Act One, and I can't wait to see
what's to come.
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Bought this on a whim since the asthetics looked interesting. Since there's only a limited amount of puzzles, you're going to start
seeing the same ones over and over on your way to a puzzle you haven't solved yet or failed solving earlier. Repetition and
puzzles really don't mix.. What was done with nine squares is amazing. The style and feeling is also really cool. Nicely done and
thank you!. The game on 3x3 grid.
Perfect!. If you into puzzles the game is for you.
Downside that there is no music and no cloud saves at the moment of writing this review.. I'll just go ahead and say that this is
one of the most fun and creative games I've played in recent memory.
How would you classify this...?
I guess it's a puzzle \/ rogue-(very)lite with a story, simple yet effective graphics and in general just a really unique blend of
game mechanics.
All you got is a square (3x3) on which your character has to move, solve puzzles and beat enemies.
One mistake and you die. Try again.
The puzzles are a nice mix of very easy and very hard ones. There are several challenging achievements to get that put your
puzzling skills to the test.
All in all, Seek Etyliv is a great game for fans of puzzle games with some unique extra elements. Not a very long game, but wow
is it fun! Very simple, but also very addicting.
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